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Abstract
We report a general strategy for designing and synthesizing inorganic nanostructures with 
arbitrarily prescribed three-dimensional shapes. Computationally designed DNA strands self-
assemble into a stiff “nano-mold” that contains a user-specified three-dimensional cavity and 
encloses a nucleating gold “seed”. Under mild conditions, this seed grows into a larger cast 
structure that fills and thus replicates the cavity. We synthesized a variety of nanoparticles with 
three nanometer resolution: three distinct silver cuboids with three independently tunable 
dimensions, silver and gold nanoparticles with diverse cross sections, and composite structures 
with homo-/heterogeneous components. The designer equilateral silver triangular and spherical 
nanoparticles exhibited plasmonic properties consistent with electromagnetism-based simulations. 
Our framework is generalizable to more complex geometries and diverse inorganic materials, 
offering a range of applications in biosensing, photonics, and nanoelectronics.
Synthesis of shape-controlled inorganic structures underlies diverse applications in 
biosensing (1), light harvesting (2), and nanophotonics (3). Although a wide variety of 
synthetic nanostructures have been reported, the formation of nanoparticles (NPs) with 
arbitrarily prescribed three-dimensional (3D) shape and positional surface modification of 
sub-5 nm resolution has not been demonstrated with inorganic materials. Top-down 
lithography (e.g., electron beam lithography) has limited resolution, particularly for 3D 
shapes (1, 4). In addition, it is a slow serial process, and therefore unsuitable for large-scale 
production. Capping ligands can be used to tune the energy difference of selected 
crystallographic facets and hence NP growth dynamics to produce diverse symmetric shapes 
(5–11). However, reliable dynamic growth simulation models are typically limited to highly 
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symmetric shapes of identical surface facets (11–14), and it is challenging to predict 
irregular shapes as well as control final NP dimensions.
Structural DNA nanotechnology (15) provides a promising route to overcoming the 
preceding limitations. Using DNA molecules as construction materials, researchers have 
rationally designed and synthesized diverse shape-controlled nanostructures (16–28). 
Building on this success, we have developed a general framework to program 3D inorganic 
shapes (fig. S1) (29). Our approach uses computationally designed, chemically stable, and 
mechanically stiff DNA nanostructures as molds to cast metallic NPs of user-specified 3D 
shape, which can be asymmetric. A “nanomold” is self-assembled from DNA strands, 
contains the user-designed 3D cavity, and encloses a small nucleating gold (Au) seed. Under 
mild conditions, the Au seed grows into a larger metal cast NP that fills the entire cavity of 
the mold, thereby replicating its 3D shape.
Using this nanocasting method, we constructed three distinct sub-25 nm 3D cuboid silver 
(Ag) NPs with three independently tunable dimensions. The shape versatility of DNA based 
nanocasting was further demonstrated via the synthesis of Ag NPs with equilateral 
triangular, right triangular, and circular cross sections. Material versatility was demonstrated 
via synthesis of a Au cuboid in addition to the Ag NPs. The DNA mold served as an 
addressable coating for the cast NP and thus enabled the construction of higher order 
composite structures, including a Y-shaped Ag NP composite and a quantum-dot (QD)-Ag-
QD sandwiched structure. Finally, the designer equilateral Ag triangle and Ag sphere 
exhibited plasmonic properties that are consistent with electromagnetism-based simulations.
By serving both as an informational “genome” to carry the user-designed blueprint of the 
inorganic shape in a digitally precise fashion and as a physical “fabricator” for its faithful 
and accurate execution, DNA enables a new kind of shape-by-design framework for 
inorganic nanostructure fabrication and promises diverse transformative applications. For 
example, because the plasmonic properties of shape-controlled metal NPs can be predicted 
quantitatively in silico, the current shape-by-design framework can be further generalized to 
be a property-by-design framework for producing inorganic nanostructures with prescribed 
functional properties.
Casting a Ag cuboid
Figure 1A depicts the process of casting a cuboid shaped Ag NP. First, we construct a DNA 
mold for the casting (steps 1–3). In steps 1a and 1b, an open-ended DNA nanostructure 
barrel and two DNA lids are respectively designed and assembled based on computed 
stiffness design. In step 2, a 5 nm Au NP is anchored to the interior surface of the barrel. In 
step 3, the attachment of the two lids to the barrel results in a box-like DNA mold with a 
cuboid cavity. At the end of step 3, we have constructed a DNA mold with a cuboid cavity 
and a Au seed inside. With this mold, in step 4 (the casting step), under suitable chemical 
conditions, the Au seed grows into a Ag NP confined by the mold. Using this strategy and 
its variants, we fabricated diverse shape controlled NPs (Fig. 1B). We next describe the 
design and construction details for casting a Ag cuboid NP using the afore-mentioned 
strategy (Fig. 1A).
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Computational design of the DNA mold
Specifically, to design mechanically stiff molds for geometrically constrained metal growth 
in solution, we used scaffolded DNA origami (22), which enables the precise nanometer-
scale design of complex 3D cavities of prescribed mechanical properties. The DNA 
sequences for the DNA mold were designed using software caDNAno (30), and its 
mechanical ground-state 3D solution structure and mechanical properties were then 
predicted by CanDo (31, 32). Briefly, CanDo computes 3D solution structure by modeling 
B-form DNA as a continuous elastic rod with effective geometric and material properties. 
Crossovers are assumed to rigidly constrain adjacent helices on a square or honeycomb 
lattice. Effective mechanical properties of the molds, including their ground-state solution 
structures and their mechanical deformations in response to loading forces, are computed 
using the finite element method (29).
We first designed a multilayer DNA mold with a cuboid cavity. The sidewalls of the DNA 
mold were designed to possess two or three layers of parallel DNA helices with 12 
crossovers per helix on average (Fig. 1A). Two to three layer sidewall thickness was 
selected to balance the competing needs to optimize structural stiffness and to increase the 
cavity dimensions: thicker sidewalls result in higher structural stiffness but smaller cavity 
size, owing to the length limit of the scaffold strand (8,064 nucleotides). The x-y cross 
section of the central cavity was designed to be eight helices by six helices, with a z-
dimensional height of nine helical turns. This provides a designed cuboid cavity (after the lid 
attachment in step 3) measuring 21 nm by 16 nm by 31 nm, assuming a 2.6 nm hydrated 
helix width and a 3.4 nm helical turn length (33). Simulation by CanDo verified that the 
ground-state solution structure of the DNA mold adopted the cuboid shape cavity (Fig. 2A 
and fig. S4A). We additionally examined the structural integrity of the mold using normal 
mode analysis (29).
To effectively confine metal growth, it is important that the DNA mold be sufficiently stiff. 
We therefore studied its response to different loading forces along the x- and y-direction 
(Fig. 2, B and C). The ground-state structure of the cuboid mold was used as the initial 
configuration to which two types of loading were applied to model distinct types of 
mechanical inhibition from the mold onto a given growing NP, namely point-contact (fig. 
S2) or distributed-contact (fig. S3). In the point-contact model, a growing NP is assumed to 
contact a single pair of directly opposing points of the mold (Fig. 2B and table S1, top); 
equal and opposite point forces are applied to the mold and its deformation is computed. In 
the distributed-contact model, a growing NP is assumed to fully fill the mold cavity so that 
the NP applies a uniformly distributed force along opposing interior walls of the cavity (Fig. 
2C and table S1, bottom). Under the point-contact scenario, the force response for the barrel 
was 17 pN/nm in the x-direction, normal to the three-layer wall, and 10 pN/nm in the y-
direction, normal to the two-layer wall. In comparison, higher force-response values were 
found for the distributed-contact scenario, around 30 pN/nm in the x-direction, normal to the 
three-layer wall, and 19 pN/nm in the y-direction, normal to the two-layered wall. 
Importantly, the simulated mechanical properties of the DNA mold (i.e., threshold force and 
linear deformation range) were found comparable to that of viral capsids (34) which have 
been used to effectively confine inorganic nano-materials grown within (35) [see (29) for 
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calculation and comparison details]. This result suggests that the DNA mold is also 
sufficiently stiff to confine metal NP growth within, although growth expansion forces can 
produce slightly increased [up to 20% according to simulation; (29)] mold dimensions 
through elastic deformation of dsDNAs. Notably, mold stiffness was significantly affected 
by the sidewall thickness. Mechanical simulation revealed that the force response value 
increased seven-fold from one to three layers under the point-contact loading scenario (see 
tables S1, S4, and S5).
Design details
The above computation suggests that (1) our designed DNA mold has the expected ground-
state solution conformation and that (2) it has sufficient mechanical stiffness to confine 
metal NP growth. Thus we used this design for step 1a. In step 1b, a three-layered DNA lid 
was designed with 18 helices in the y-direction, three helices in the z-direction and 13-
helical turns in the x-direction (Fig. 1A).
In step 2, to attach the Au “seed” to the DNA barrel (36), twenty-seven 21-nucleotide (nt) 
single-stranded (ss) DNA “handles” were immobilized in the interior surface of the barrel 
(Fig. 1A). A 21-nt “anti-handle” (an ssDNA with sequence complementary to the handle) 
was immobilized onto the Au seed surface. The stoichiometric ratio between the anti-handle 
and the Au seed was set at 1:1 to achieve approximately one anti-handle per seed based on a 
previous report (37). The hybridization between the handle and the anti-handle anchored the 
Au seed to the interior of the barrel. Au seed was favored over Ag seed due to the stability 
and nucleation versatility of Au (38–41).
To assemble the seed-decorated barrel and the lids in step 3, the barrel was designed to carry 
fourteen and sixteen 16-nt ssDNA “connectors” on both ends (fig. S28, left), and one side of 
the lid was designed to carry twenty complementary “anti-connectors”. Connectors and anti-
connectors were designed to be positioned in roughly matching patterns. Hybridization 
between them brought the barrel and the two lids together, completing the assembly of a 
box-like mold with a fully enclosed cuboid cavity. The ~0.5 nm gap between neighboring 
DNA helices (not depicted in the figure) that comprised the mold was expected to permit the 
diffusion of small ions or molecules, such as metal ions and ascorbic acid, into the enclosed 
box. In step 4, under suitable chemical conditions (see details in the following paragraph), 
the Au seed would grow into a Ag cuboid that fills the cavity.
Experimental implementation
In a typical experiment, DNA barrels and lids were folded separately by slowly annealing 
the staple/scaffold mixtures from 80°C to 24°C over 72 hours. Crude products were 
subjected to 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis with 0.5× TBE/10 mM Mg(NO3)2 as running 
buffer. Purified structures were extracted and subsequently recovered via centrifugation. 
Seed decoration was executed by incubating DNA barrels with 5-nm Au NPs (at a seed-to-
barrel stoichiometry ratio of 2:1) at 35°C for 16 hours, and then annealed to 24°C over 3 
hours. Excess Au seeds were removed by using a size-exclusion spin column. DNA lids 
were mixed with the seed-decorated DNA barrels (at lid-to-barrel stoichiometry ratio of 3:1) 
at 35°C for 16 hours, and annealed to 24°C over 3 hours. Growth of Ag NPs in step 4 was 
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triggered by the addition of silver nitrate (1.4 mM) and ascorbic acid (2 mM). After growth 
for 10 min at room temperature in dark conditions, Ag NPs grown within DNA boxes were 
imaged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). See (29) for experimental details of 
mold assembly and purification, metal growth, and TEM sample preparations.
TEM characterization
TEM imaging confirmed successful formation of barrels in step 1a (see fig. S23 for large-
field-of-view images), formation of the lids in step 1b (see fig. S30 for large-field-of-view 
images), attachment of Au seed to the barrel in step 2 (see fig. S39 for large-field-of-view 
image), assembly of lids with the seed-decorated barrel in step 3 (Fig. 3B, middle column; 
see fig. S47 for large-field-of-view images), and finally formation of Ag cuboids with 
expected dimensions in step 4 (Fig. 3A; Fig. 3B, right column; see fig. S52 for large-field-
of-view images). In a supporting experiment, lids also assembled successfully with a seed-
free barrel (Fig. 3B, left).
From three projectional views of the TEM images (Fig. 3B, left column), the x-y, x-z, and y-
z dimensions of the barrel cavity were measured respectively as 19.3 ± 1.5 nm by 13.3 ± 0.4 
nm, 19.3 ± 1.5 nm by 30.5 ± 1.0 nm, and 13.3 ± 0.4 nm by 30.5 ± 1.0 nm (N = 20 for each 
projectional view), each approximately consistent with the designed 21 nm by 16 nm by 30 
nm cuboid cavity enclosed in the box. From the x-y projection TEM image (Fig. 3B, middle 
row), thickness of top and bottom side-walls of the barrel were measured to be 5.6 ± 0.2 nm 
(N = 20) while the left and right sidewalls were measured to be 7.8 ± 0.1 nm (N = 20, similar 
measurements were also obtained from x-z and y-z projections), which were in approximate 
agreement with two- or three-layered designs. However, due to partial dehydration and 
structural deformation during TEM sample preparation, small deviations of 2–3 nm were 
occasionally observed in some structures. The DNA lid exhibited designed 39.5 ± 2.6 nm by 
47.7 ± 0.7 nm (N = 20) dimensions under TEM (see fig. S30 for large-field-of-view images). 
Because the barrel was designed to carry 27 handles, multiple seeds could in principle be 
attached to the barrel; here, we experimentally observed one–five seeds present in a single 
barrel (Fig. 3B, middle column; see fig. S39 for large-field-of-view images).
After growth, the seed turned into a Ag cuboid, as revealed by the TEM images of dark 
rectangular projections in the x-z, x-y, and y-z planes, with an expected length of 21.2 ± 0.7 
nm by 16.0 ± 0.4 nm by 32.1 ± 1.4 nm in x-y-z dimensions (N = 20 for each projectional 
view; Fig. 3A, large-field-of-view image; the right column of B, zoomed-in images; see figs. 
S51 and S52 for additional large-field-of-view and zoomed-in images). Measured 
dimensions of the NP were slightly larger than the measured dimensions of the cavity, 
suggesting compression of the DNA mold sidewalls by the Ag NP growth. The presence of 
4–8 nm thick sidewalls (light colored) around the NP (dark colored) in the TEM images 
suggests that the DNA mold remained surrounding the NP after growth. Notably, all the Ag 
cuboids grown within the DNA molds exhibited round rather than sharp corners, in the 
absence of surface capping ligands. Such rounded corners are likely a consequence of 
surface energy minimization of Ag NPs by decreasing the number of dangling bonds at NP 
corners. In a supporting experiment, we removed one or two lids from the DNA box, and 
observed some Ag NPs grew out of the DNA barrel (fig. S50). These unconfined Ag NPs 
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exhibited much larger dimensions than those within the DNA barrels, further confirming the 
designed confinement effect of DNA molds. We only observed NP growth within the mold, 
but not on its exterior surface, confirming the effectiveness of seed-nucleated growth.
Casting yield
Casting yield (40%, Table 1) from step 4 was defined as the ratio between the number of 
NPs with designed projectional shapes and the total number of seed-decorated boxes (with 
both lids well attached) in the TEM image (29) (fig. S51). Additionally, the reaction yields 
for each step in constructing a DNA mold in Fig. 1A were defined in (29) and listed in table 
S6. Specifically, the barrel formation yield (20%) from step 1a (Fig. 1) was determined from 
agarose gel (fig. S22), and was measured as the ratio between the molar quantity of target 
structure (determined by comparing the SYBR Safe stained target band intensity and the 
intensity of a standard DNA marker with known molar quantity) and the molar quantity of 
the initial scaffold strand used in the experiment (29). Lid formation yield (12%) of step 1b 
was similarly defined and measured (fig. S29). Seed decoration yield (86%) from step 2 was 
determined as the ratio of the number of barrels with at least one seed attached to the interior 
surface and the total number of seed-decorated barrels in the TEM image (29). Box closure 
yield (31%) from step 3 was measured as the ratio of the number of seed-decorated barrels 
with both lids well attached and the total number of seed-decorated barrels in the TEM 
image (29).
Tuning the dimensions of the Ag cuboids
The dimensions of the Ag cuboid can be modified by changing the cavity size of the DNA 
mold. Using this strategy, we tested two additional barrels of different dimensions (see figs. 
S5 and S6 for solution conformation computation, tables S2 and S3 for loading force 
responses, and figs. S25 and S27 for large-field-of-view images), and assembled DNA boxes 
accordingly. First, we reduced the z-direction length of the DNA box mold from 30 nm (nine 
DNA helical turns) to 20 nm (six DNA helical turns), and thus obtained a box with a 19.0 ± 
1.4 nm by 13.9 ± 0.3 nm by 22.0 ± 0.9 nm cuboid cavity (N = 20 for each projectional view; 
TEM image in Fig. 3C, left column). After successful seed decoration (see fig. S40), box 
closure (TEM image in Fig. 3C, middle column; see fig. S48 for large-field-of-view images) 
and growth, a cuboid with measured dimensions of 20.6 ± 0.7 nm by 16.8 ± 0.7 nm by 21.6 
± 0.9 nm was formed (N = 20 for each projectional view; Fig. 3C, right; see fig. S53 for 
large-field-of-view images).
We next further reduced the x-dimension from 21 nm (eight helices) to 16 nm (six helices), 
and obtained a box with a 13.6 ± 0.1 nm by 13.6 ± 0.1 nm by 22.2 ± 0.7 nm cuboid cavity 
(TEM image in Fig. 3D, left column). After seed decoration (fig. S41), box closure (Fig. 3D, 
middle; see fig. S49 for large-field-of-view images) and growth, the cuboid appeared under 
TEM with a 14.9 ± 1.5 nm by 14.9 ± 1.5 nm square in x-y projection (N = 20 for each 
projectional view; Fig. 3D, right, middle), and 14.9 ± 1.5 nm by 22.4 ± 0.7 nm rectangular 
shapes for x/y-z projections (N = 20 for each projectional view; Fig. 3D, right, top; see fig. 
S54 for large-field-of-view images). See Table 1 for casting yield (33–39%) and table S6 for 
yields of different steps in constructing the mold. For each DNA box design, the barrel 
formation yield (5–13%) (see figs. S24 and S26 for gel images), lid formation yield (12%), 
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seed decoration yield (74–91%), box closure yield (13–21%), and the casting yield (33–
39%) (table S6) (29) were determined following the same definition described above.
NPs with prescribed cross sections
Using a simplified design strategy, we cast Ag NPs with prescribed cross section shapes 
(without height control). Here, we used open-ended barrel molds containing tunnels with 
designed shapes. The barrels were designed to have four-layered sidewalls, and featured 
three distinct cross section cavities: an equilateral triangular channel (Fig. 4A; see fig. S32 
for large-field-of-view images), a right triangular channel (Fig. 4B; see fig. S34 for large-
field-of-view image), and a circular shape channel (Fig. 4C; see fig. S36 for large-field-of-
view image). To capture the Au seed, each barrel was designed to display three 21-nt 
ssDNA handles on its interior surface.
In the equilateral triangular barrel, the cross section of a fully confined Ag NP exhibited an 
equilateral triangular shape under TEM, with an expected edge length of 25.2 ± 1.9 nm (N = 
20) and three rounded corners (Fig. 4A, right; see fig. S56 for large-field-of-view images). 
The DNA mold remained intact after Ag growth, and wrapped around the Ag NP. No 
obvious bending or curvature of DNA sidewalls was observed. In the center of the Ag NP, a 
circular-shape shade with 5 nm diameter was observed and was assigned to the Au seed in 
the DNA mold. TEM imaging of a tilted conformation further confirmed the 3D nature of 
the NP (fig. S57A). High-resolution TEM plus electron diffraction characterization (fig. 
S57, B and C) also revealed the highly crystalline nature of the Ag NP, which was consistent 
with its smooth surface morphology (absence of grain boundaries) and single seed-mediated 
growth pathway. In the right triangular barrel with a measured 21.9 ± 1.1 nm by 30.2 ± 0.5 
nm by 37.9 ± 0.5 nm cavity (N = 20), the fully grown Ag NP demonstrated a triangular cross 
section shape with 21.7 ± 0.6 nm by 24.2 ± 0.7 nm by 28.2 ± 0.7 nm dimension (N = 20; 
Fig. 4B, right; see fig. S58 for large-field-of-view images). Similar to the equilateral 
triangular NP, the right-triangular NP also exhibited rounded corners. In the circular-shaped 
channel, a Ag sphere NP was observed with a circular cross section diameter of 25.5 ± 1.6 
nm (N = 20; Fig. 4C, right; see fig. S59 for large-field-of-view images; see fig. S60 for 
images of tilted conformations, an HRTEM image revealing the spherical nature of the cast 
NP, and the electron diffraction result), consistent with our design. In contrast to the capping 
ligand method, DNA-based nanocasting enabled one-pot parallel production of distinct 
prescribed shapes by mixing different molds in a single reaction solution (see three distinct 
Ag shapes in fig. S65).
In the open barrels, only NPs growing laterally rather than vertically were confined to form 
specific shapes. This resulted in NP casting yields of 10–18% (Table 1), which is 
significantly lower than that of the fully enclosed cavity. Most of the unconfined NPs 
exhibited spherical shapes, and did not fully occupy the channels (see figs. S55, S56, S58, 
and S59 for large-field-of-view images). See Table 1 for casting yield and table S6 for yields 
of different steps in constructing the mold. For each design of open-ended DNA molds, the 
barrel formation yield (5–10%) (see gel images in figs. S31, S33, and S35), seed decoration 
yield (60–75%), and the casting yield (10–18%) (table S6) (29) were determined following 
the same definition described above.
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Experimental characterization and simulation of plasmonic properties
Next we used electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) (42) and electromagnetism-based 
simulations (29) to characterize NP plasmonic behavior, both experimentally and 
theoretically, of the equilateral Ag triangle in Fig. 4A and Ag sphere in Fig. 4C.
For the equilateral Ag triangle, EELS measurement (Fig. 4E) showed an intense peak around 
2.30 eV (corresponding to 540 nm) with a wide shoulder peak around 3.26 eV 
(corresponding to 380 nm). Simulation for the same equilateral Ag triangle (figs. S7 and S8) 
revealed, in the presence of the DNA mold and carbon film beneath, a strong dipolar mode 
around 1.95 eV from the plasmonic resonance near the corners (Fig. 4F), various resonance 
modes between 2.45 eV (corresponding to 506 nm) and 3.70 eV (corresponding to 336 nm) 
near the center and edges, and a bulk Ag plasmon mode at 3.80 eV (corresponding to 327 
nm, fig. S9). The red-shifting of the simulated EELS spectra with respect to experiment may 
be due to variations in the carbon film thickness of the TEM grid, the dielectric function of 
the DNA mold, the NP thickness, as well as the radii of the rounded NP corners (figs. S10 
and S11) (29). Simulation of optical properties of the NPs in aqueous environment indicated 
similar plasmonic properties to those in vacuum (figs. S16 to S21) (29), suggesting the 
potential utility of the NPs for biosensing applications. Comparison with a previously 
published EELS result for a triangular Ag NP of similar dimensions (43) indicates a relative 
offset of ~0.1 eV for the predicted NP dipolar mode resonance, which may be due to the 
distinct substrate (mica) and surface coating employed. In contrast, a larger energy offset of 
0.4 eV is observed relative to a previously examined larger Ag triangle of 75 nm dimension 
(43), indicating the importance of NP size on the resonance energy.
A highly distinct EELS response was measured for the Ag sphere (Fig. 4E), indicating 
shape-specific plasmonic properties. A single resonance band was observed near 3.26 eV 
(corresponding to 380 nm) experimentally, which was ascribed to the simulated (fig. S12) 
dipolar mode near 2.85 eV (corresponding to 435 nm, Fig. 4F) at the edge of the NP. 
Simulations also suggested several minor resonance modes between the 3.30 eV 
(corresponding to 376 nm) and 3.65 eV (corresponding to 340 nm) regions near the center of 
the NP (fig. S13). Similar environmentally-sensitive resonance was also observed for the 
cast Ag sphere (figs. S14 and S15).
Further high-resolution EELS characterization or polarized light excitation using dark-field 
microscopy on the surface immobilized metal NPs should reveal the spatial distribution of 
excited surface plasmons (43, 44), which could enrich our fundamental understanding of 
nano-optics.
Casting a Au cuboid
To test the material versatility of our strategy, we cast a Au NP in a DNA barrel containing a 
16 nm by 21 nm rectangular open tunnel. Compared to the Ag NP, the growth kinetics of the 
Au NP in 0.5× TBE/10 mM Mg(NO3)2 buffer was much slower. After 30 min reaction time, 
no obvious size increase was observed for the NP, which was ascribed to the chelating effect 
of EDTA to gold precursors. Removing EDTA from the reaction buffer significantly 
promoted the growth kinetics, where a reaction time of 30 min generated a Au NP with a 
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13.5 ± 0.7 nm by 19.0 ± 1.8 nm (N = 20) rectangular cross section within the barrel (Fig. 
4D, right; see fig. S61 for large-field-of-view images). The casting yield (6%, table S6) was 
determined following the same definition described above. See (29) for yields of each step.
Composite structures
In addition to structural confinement and protection against undesired NP aggregation, the 
DNA mold provides a uniquely addressable three-dimensional coating for the NP to be cast, 
which facilitates the composition of the DNA molds into higher order complex structures. 
Here, we experimentally constructed a Y-shape Ag NP branched structure and a QD-Ag-QD 
composite structure.
A Y-shape DNA mold was assembled from three DNA barrels carrying complementary 
connector strands (fig. S37). Each barrel carries ssDNA handles to capture Au seeds. After 
seed decoration, TEM images revealed formation of the desired trimer (Fig. 5A, center; see 
fig. S45 for large-field-of-view images), as well as unintended byproducts, such as 
incomplete assembled dimers and multimers (e.g., pentamers and hexamers). Ag growth 
within the Y-shape barrel complex generated individual NP within each barrel, which 
together formed a Y-shape NP cluster (Fig. 5A, right; see fig. S62 for large-field-of-view 
images). The measured widths of Ag NP within each barrel were 22.7 ± 1.8 nm, 24.3 ± 1.4 
nm, and 25.5 ± 0.9 nm (N = 20), slightly larger than the designed 21 nm width of the barrel 
mold. At the center of the Y-shape barrel complex, where the growth fronts of the Ag NPs 
met, narrow (< 2 nm) inter-particle gaps were observed. The casting yield (10%, table S6) 
was determined following the same definition described above. See (29) for yields of each 
step.
To build a composite structure where a Ag NP was sandwiched between two QDs, 5 or 6 
biotin groups were introduced at both ends of a DNA barrel with a 21-16-30 nm cuboid 
tunnel (see fig. S38 for design details). After attaching Au seed inside the barrel, streptavidin 
coated QDs were introduced and bound to both ends of the barrel. TEM imaging revealed 
the formation of the designed sandwiched structure between QDs and the seed-decorated 
barrels (Fig. 5B, middle; see fig. S46 for large-field-of-view images). After staining with 
uranium salt (29), the white sphere with 16–21 nm diameter at the ends of the barrel was 
attributed to the PEG and streptavidin coating layer around QD cores (CdSe@ZnS; see fig. 
S64 for control experiments with QD only). 88% seed-decorated barrels (table S6) were 
conjugated with QDs at both ends (N = 129). Note that no QDs were found attached to side 
surfaces of DNA barrels, confirming that QD attachment was specifically mediated by 
biotins as designed. After Ag growth, TEM imaging revealed the formation of QD-Ag-QD 
composite structures (31% casting yield in table S6 and Fig. 5B, right) [see fig. S63 for 
large-field-of-view images and (29) for yields of each step]. Ag NPs exhibited a 20.5 ± 0.5 
nm by 28.4 ± 1.3 nm projection (N = 20), consistent with the designed size of DNA barrel 
mold. Thus, we demonstrated the assembly of QD at prescribed locations on selected faces 
of a nonspherical metal NP.
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Optimization of the casting process
The stoichiometry between anti-handle and Au seed was set to 1:1 to minimize the 
undesirable effect of surface-immobilized ssDNA on NP growth. To increase the formation 
yield of box-like DNA molds, the number of connectors on the barrels was optimized. 
Increasing the connectors from six to fourteen at each end of the barrel increased the yield 
from less than 10% to 31%; whereas changing the lid-to-barrel ratio from 2:1 to 6:1 only 
slightly raised the yield from 28% to 33%.
The effectiveness of the stiffness-based design strategy is verified by the following failed 
mold designs: single-layered DNA mold did not produce pre-designed cross section shapes 
(see fig. S67 for TEM images and table S4 for simulations); when the number of crossovers 
decreased to one or two, such as in the cases of DNA triangles that displayed less than 16 
nm sidewalls, destructed DNA molds were observed during metal growth (see figs. S69 and 
S71 for examples). We also note that although chemical inhibition between phosphate 
groups and the growing NP is also expected to occur (45, 46), it was not optimized as a 
design parameter for programming the shape in the current study. Additionally, structural 
integrity of DNA molds was affected by the buffer ionic condition. At 10 mM magnesium 
nitrate concentration, DNA mold remained intact for 1 day at 1–2 mM reactant 
concentration, but deteriorated when the reactant concentration was higher than 20 mM.
For more detailed discussions on the optimization of nanocasting, and various sub-optimal 
or failed DNA molds used in the optimization experiments, see (29) and figs. S66 to S75.
Discussion
Previous work on casting NPs at a scale below 25 nm only had limited success, largely 
because of the lack of shape-programmable molds with both mechanical rigidity and surface 
programmability to enable site-specific seed decoration followed by constrained growth. 
High-stiffness nanomolds such as viral capsids (35) and porous inorganic materials (47) are 
difficult to program into arbitrary geometric shapes, limiting their utility for nanoscale 
casting of diverse NP geometries and dimensions. Previous reports have shown the 
programming of 2D inorganic shapes with DNA templates. For example, the growth of 
metals mediated by randomly-distributed nanocluster seeds (48–52) or strategically-
positioned NP seeds (53, 54) on a DNA nanostructure surface has produced diverse 2D 
shapes. However, rough surface morphologies (55), and inhomogeneous width distributions 
along the DNA skeletons (56) are often observed for these unconfined metalized products. 
Our work differs by providing a general way to construct inorganic nanostructures with 
arbitrarily user-specified 3D shapes and precise prescribed dimensions, by using DNA 
nanostructures to spatially confine the growth of the final shape (rather than seeding the 
initial shape) of the inorganic NP. Importantly, the cast NP retains the addressable coating. 
To fabricate such surface modified NPs, traditional chemical synthesis typically involves 
multiple-step low-yield conjugation and purification after NP formation.
Rapid progress in DNA self-assembly will help to further expand the complexity and 
diversity of the NP shapes. Recent advances in scaffold-free, 3D construction with DNA 
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bricks has already demonstrated highly complex cavities (e.g., toroidal shape cavity) and 
tunnels (e.g., crossed and branched tunnels) encoded in sub-25 nm DNA cuboids (26). It is 
conceivable that such complex cavity and tunnel shapes may be transferred to inorganic 
substrates via DNA nanocasting. Further, because of the length limitation of the M13 viral 
scaffold strand, current mutli-layered mold designs using scaffolded DNA origami are 
restricted to produce sub-25 nm cavities. However, by using scaffold-free construction with 
DNA bricks (25, 26), DNA origami made from longer scaffolds (57), or hierarchical 
assembly of multiple origami (28, 58) and brick structures, nanomolds with much larger and 
more complex cavities may be achieved. In addition to increasing the shape complexity of 
the cast NPs, further research will also focus on expanding the material diversity of the NPs. 
Aside from Ag and Au, the Au seed can also mediate the growth of other diverse inorganic 
materials [e.g., metals (38, 39), oxides (40) and complex salt (41)] at mild conditions, for 
potential casting with DNA molds. Replacing Au seed with metal bind peptides may further 
expand the cast diversity (e.g., metals, metal oxides, and chalco-genides) (59).
The casting yield (step 4) may be further optimized by using computer-aided design of DNA 
molds with high mechanical integrity to minimize mold distortion during growth. The 
formation of 3D enclosed, seed-decorated mold may be improved by optimizing self-
assembly conditions [e.g., using isothermal folding (60)] or exploring alternative 
construction strategies [e.g., using DNA bricks (26)]. Additionally, replacing Au seeds 
(which tend to aggregate at DNA origami mold folding conditions) with more stable metal-
binding peptides could simplify the current multi-step assembly strategy and enable one-
step, high-yield formation of DNA molds with enclosed peptide seeds.
The shape- and surface-controlled inorganic NPs fabricated herein may eventually enable 
novel applications in diverse fields ranging from biosensing, to photonics, and to 
nanoelectronics. Near term applications are likely those based on single-particle properties. 
For example, DNA nanocasting produces a prescribed metal shape with a uniquely 
addressable coating, which may display the binding site for target molecule at the near-field 
maximum position and hence enable highly sensitive detection. Because optical simulations 
of the cast NPs in water suggest geometry-specific dipolar resonances and near-field 
distributions (29), highly multiplexed sensing may be achieved using diverse programmed 
metal shapes.
DNA-based nanoscasting represents a general approach for synthesizing inorganic nano-
structures with arbitrarily prescribed 3D shapes (29). Together with other strategies for 
transferring the geometric information of DNA nanostructures to diverse inorganic materials 
[e.g., coating DNA nanostructures with inorganic oxides (61) or etching graphene using 
metalized DNA nanostrucures as lithography masks (52)], it points to a new kind of 
manufacture framework: DNA-directed, digitally programmable fabrication of inorganic 
nanostructures and devices. Such DNA-based inorganic nano-fabrication may eventually 
enable future production of sophisticated devices such as nanoscale optical circuits, 
electronic computers, and perhaps even inorganic molecular robots, each with their 
blueprints (or “genomes”) encoded in the DNA molecules that constitute their “nano-
fabricators”.
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Materials and methods
DNA mold design
caDNAno (30) was used to design the sequences and routing of staple strands using the 
scaffold strand (mutated P8064) derived from M13 bacteriophage.
Simulation of DNA mold mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of DNA molds were predicted using the finite element method 
based on the ground-state 3D solution structure predicted by CanDo and standard geometric 
and mechanical properties of B-form DNA (31, 32). Mechanical deformations of the molds 
were computed in response to internal point- and distributed-loading using the commercial 
finite element software ADINA (ADINA RD, Inc., Watertown, MA). Normal Mode 
Analysis was performed to compute the lowest energy modes of deformation of the molds 
(29, 62, 63).
DNA mold folding
Assembly of DNA-origami molds was accomplished following previous reported protocol 
(22, 23). In a one-pot reaction, 50 nM scaffold was mixed with 250 nM of every staple 
strands (Bioneer Inc. or IDTDNA Inc.) in a buffer including 5 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 16 
mM MgCl2, (pH 8) and subjected to a thermal-annealing ramp that cooled from 80°C to 
65°C over 75 min and then cooled from 64°C to 24°C over 70 hours.
Gel purification
40 μL of folding products were mixed with 10 μL of glycerol, and loaded into 1.5% agarose 
gel pre-stained with Sybr Safe containing 0.5× TBE and 10 mM Mg(NO3)2. The 
electrophoresis was running at 75 V for three hours in a gel box incubated in an ice-water 
bath. Monomer band was excised and origami was recovered by pestle crushing, followed 
by centrifugation for 3 min at 6000 rpm at room temperature using “Freeze ’N Squeeze” 
DNA Gel Extraction spin columns (Bio-Rad). Recovered DNA molds were stored at 4°C for 
further use.
DNA-decoration onto 5-nm Au seeds
Conjugation of thiolated DNA onto 5-nm Au seeds was achieved following previous 
reported protocol (64). In a typical experiment, 20 μL 2.5 μM phosphine-coated 5-nm Au 
seed was mixed with 0.5 μL 2 M NaNO3 and 0.65 μL 100 μM thiolated DNA in 0.25× TBE 
buffer. The reaction solution was incubated at room temperature for 36 hours in dark. After 
that, the reaction solution was loaded into 1% agarose gel containing 0.5× TBE buffer. The 
electrophoresis was running at 95 V for 1 hour in a gel box on an ice-water bath. The purple 
band was recovered by pestle crushing, followed by centrifugation for 3 min at 10,000 rpm 
at room temperature using “Freeze ’N Squeeze” DNA Gel Extraction spin columns (Bio-
Rad). Recovered DNA molds were stored at 4°C in dark for further use. The sequence for 
the thiolated DNA was: TATGAGAAGTTAGGAATGTTATTTTT-Thiol. Note that thiol 
group was modified at the 3′ end of anti-handle sequence 
TATGAGAAGTTAGGAATGTTA via a TTTTT spacer.
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Seed decoration of DNA mold
Purified DNA molds were mixed with 50 mM NaNO3 and 10 nM purified 5-nm Au-DNA 
conjugates(at a seed-to-barrel stoichiometry ratio of 2:1), and incubating at 35°C for 16 
hours, followed by slowly annealing to 24°C over 3 hours. The reaction buffer was then 
purified using S300 spin column (GE healthcare) by centrifugation for 2 min at 750 g at 
room temperature to remove excessive Au-DNA conjugates.
Lid attachment onto DNA mold
DNA lids were mixed with the seed-decorated DNA barrels (at lid-to-barrel stoichiometry 
ratio of 3:1) at 35°C for 16 hours, and annealed to 24°C over 3 hours.
Metal growth
For Ag growth, to 5 μL purified seed-decorated DNA molds, 0.5 μL 14 mM AgNO3 and 0.5 
μL 20 mM ascorbic acid were added at room temperature, and pipetted for 30 times for 
mixing. Then the reaction solution was kept in dark at room temperature for 4 min to 20 
min. For Au growth, 0.5 μL 14 mM HAuCl4 and 0.5 μL 20 mM ascorbic acid were added to 
5-μL purified seed-decorated DNA molds in 0.5× TB buffer at room temperature, and 
pipetted for 30 times for mixing. Then the reaction solution was kept in dark at room 
temperature from 20 min to 2 hours.
TEM
3.5 μL NPs were adsorbed onto glow discharged carbon-coated TEM grids for 2 min and 
then wiped away, followed by staining using 3.5 μL 2% aqueous uranyl formate solution 
containing 25 mM NaOH for 45 s. Imaging was performed using an JEOL 1400 operated at 
80 keV. High-resolution TEM and electron diffraction were acquired using a JEOL 2010 
with FEG operated at 200 keV for unstained NP sample deposited onto amorphous carbon 
film.
Yield analysis
Seed decoration yield from step 2, box closure yield from step 3, and casting yield from step 
4 (29) in Fig. 1A were acquired through direct counting of NP with prescribed shapes and 
dimensions from each of the three projection views. For each individual barrel and lid, the 
barrel and the lid formation yield from step 1a (Fig. 1A) were determined from agarose gel 
(29).
EELS experimental characterization
The low loss EELS data were collected with TEAM I at the Lawrence Berkeley National 
Lab, a Monochromated TEM operated at 80 keV. The EELS data were collected in the TEM 
mode under vacuum for the unstained NP sample deposited onto amorphous carbon film.
Simulation of NP plasmonic and optical properties
EELS results were simulated using MNPBEM (65, 66) that is freely available as a 
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) toolbox (29). Optical property simulations 
were performed using the commercial finite element software COMSOL (COMSOL Inc., 
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Burlington, MA) employing the full 3D continuum electromagnetic Helmholtz equation (29, 
67, 68).
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. Casting metal NPs with prescribed shapes using DNA nanostructure molds
(A) Design schematic for casting a Ag cuboid. Cyan and green dots denote 
(anti-)connectors. (B) Silver (yellow color) and gold (orange color) NPs cast within DNA 
molds (transparent layer). Ag, silver; Au, gold; QD, quantum dot (depicted as a cyan ball).
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Fig. 2. Mechanical simulations of the rectangular DNA mold
(A) Ground-state solution conformation predicted for DNA mold with a 21 nm by 16 nm by 
30 nm cuboid cavity. (B and C) Under point-contact loading (B) and distributed-contact 
loading (C), the force-deformation F-δ response in x and y directions for the DNA mold in 
(A). k is the simulated stiffness value along the specific direction.
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Fig. 3. Casting Ag cuboids with prescribed dimensions
(A) A large view TEM image for the Ag NP grown within the DNA mold with a 21 by 16 
by 30 nm (or 21-16-30 nm) cuboid cavity [as shown in (B)]. (B to D) Design (top row) and 
TEM images (rows 2–4) of the Ag NPs grown in the DNA molds with dimensions of 
21-16-30 nm (B), 21-16-20 nm (C), and 16-16-20 nm (D). In row 1 of each panel, a small 
purple dot represents a Au seed. Cast Ag NP is shown in yellow. In rows 2–4 of each panel, 
a projection model is presented to the left of the TEM images. The TEM images shows from 
left to right: the empty DNA box, the DNA box decorated with the Au seed (small dark dots; 
see figs. S47 to S49 for large-field-of-view images), the DNA box containing the fully 
grown Ag NP (dark rectangles with rounded corners; see figs. S52 to S54 for large-field-of-
view images).
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Fig. 4. Casting Ag and Au NPs with prescribed cross section shapes
In (A) to (D), the top row shows the design and the bottom row shows the TEM images of 
the empty barrel (left), the seed-decorated barrel (middle), and the fully grown NP (right). In 
the top row of each panel, a small purple dot represents a Au seed. Cast Ag NP is shown in 
yellow and Au NP is shown in orange. (A) A Ag NP with a 25 nm equilateral triangular 
cross section. See figs. S32, S42, and S56 for large-field-of-view images. (B) A Ag NP with 
a 22 nm – 24 nm – 28 nm right-angled triangular cross section. See figs. S34, S43, and S58 
for large-field-of-view images. (C) A Ag NP with a 25 nm circular shape cross section. See 
figs. S36, S44, and S59 for large-field-of-view images. (D) A Au NP with 19 nm by 14 nm 
rectangle cross section. See figs. S23, S39, and S61 for large-field-of-view images. (E) 
EELS measurement for a Ag NP with a 25 nm equilateral triangular cross section [black, as 
in (A)] and a Ag sphere with 25 nm diameter circular cross section [red, as in (C)]. (F) The 
simulated EELS amplitude map for the dipolar resonant modes for a Ag NP with a 25 nm 
equilateral triangular cross section [as in (A), left] and a Ag NP with 25 nm diameter 
circular cross section [as in (C), right]. Colors represent simulated amplitude. The white and 
black dashed lines show the contour of the NP and the DNA mold, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Casting composite structures
(A) A Y-shaped Ag NP junction. Top, schematics; bottom, TEM images of a Y-shaped 
DNA barrel trimer (left), with seed-decoration (middle), and Ag NP grown within (right). 
See figs. S45 and S62 for large-field-of-view images. (B) A QD-Ag-QD composite 
structure. Top, schematics; bottom, TEM images of a DNA barrel with seed decoration 
(left), with QD attached (middle), and with Ag NP grown within (right). A small purple dot 
represents a Au seed. Cast Ag NP is shown in yellow. The streptavidin/PEG layer of QD is a 
depicted as a cyan ball. See figs. S46 and S63 for large-field-of-view images.
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Table 1
Casting yield for different shaped NPs
The casting yield refers to the NP growth yield in step 4 in Fig. 1, and was calculated as the ratio between the 
number of DNA boxes with metal NPs of designed shapes and dimensions and the total number of seed-
decorated DNA boxes. See main text and (29) for details. See table S6 for the yields of each step in 
constructing the seed-decorated molds, which are not accounted for in calculating the casting yield.
Shape Casting yield (step 4)
Ag cuboid 1 40%
Ag cuboid 2 33%
Ag cuboid 3 39%
Ag triangle 1 10%
Ag triangle 2 14%
Ag sphere 18%
Au cuboid 1 6%
Ag Y-shape 10%
QD-Ag-QD 31%
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